Abstract-Finite dimensional systems with time-varying feedback, which satisfy the conditions of the circle criterion for stability, are considered. A recent result giving a system theory description of positive real matrices is used to generate Liapunov functions.
This correspondence considers the generation of Liapunov functions for systems in the form of Fig. 1 . The forward part of the closed-loop system is itself a linear timeinvariant finite-dimensional system, which is described by a transfer function w ( . ) . The function w ( . ) is a ratio of two polynomials and will be assumed to satisfy:
(1)
In this equation, the pair [F, is campletely coi~trollable, and the pair [F, h ] is completely observable. The time-varying feedbacli k(t) is assumed to satisfy a < k(t) < 0 (2) for some positive constants a and 0.
The stability of such systems has been examined using circle criteria.Ill-I41 The criteria may be described with the aid of Fig. 2 ~~~e a n s that 1 ) is equivalent to stability in
6&) the sense of Liapunov, and that 2) is equivalent to asymptotic stability in the sense of
T o generate Liapunov functions for a syslem satisfying one of the two circle criteria, we make use of a result in Rrorkett and Lee141 (see Lemmas 3 and 4). This result yields that 1) may be replaced by l a ) the function z ( . ) where is positive real. Likewise, condition 2) may be replaced by:
2a) The filnction z ( . ) , as in (3) 
is a L-iapunov function for the closed-loop system, when z is the system state vector satisfying
Clearly, V ( z ) is positive definite. Also,
Evidently (2) guarantees the nonpositive nature of Y.
The determination of a Liapunov function establishing asymptotic stability when 2b) is satisfied proceeds similarly. In this case, we observe that a minimal realization for a ( . ) is the same a s a minimal realization for e(.) with F replaced by F+oL Equations ( 6 ) then hold with the same replacement of F by F f n I . A Liapunov function is again given by (7), but the time derivative is nour given by
We observe from (10) that in this case
which demonstrates the decay of the states of the system a t a rate of at least exp [-ot] . I n summary, we have noted the interpretation of the circle criterion provided by Brockett and Lee141 as a requirement that a certain function, derivable from the transfer function associated with Fig. 1, be 
